Investigation of C-arm cone-beam CT-guided surgery of the frontal recess.
A cone-beam CT (CBCT) imaging system based on a mobile C-arm (Siemens PowerMobil) incorporating a high-performance flat-panel detector (Varian PaxScan) has been developed in our laboratory. We hypothesize that intraoperative C-arm CBCT provides image quality and guidance performance sufficient to assist surgical approach to the frontal recess. A preclinical prospective study was conducted using six cadaver heads to assess the performance characteristics and the potential clinical utility of this imaging system. The mobile C-arm was employed for intraoperative CBCT guidance of the endoscopic approach to twelve frontal recesses. The imaging system is capable of sub-mm 3D spatial resolution with bone and soft-tissue visibility and a field of view sufficient for guidance of head and neck surgery. The system can generate intraoperative, volumetric CT images rapidly with an acceptably low radiation exposure to the patient and with image quality sufficient for most surgical tasks. Moreover, the system is portable and compatible with the surgical setup, providing excellent access to the patient. Finally, the accuracy of the system is not bound to a registration process. The ability to create updated images as surgery progresses introduces the concept of 'near-real-time' CT guidance for head and neck surgery. We found that the use of CBCT increased surgical confidence in accessing the frontal recess, resolved ambiguities with anatomical variations, and provided valuable teaching information to surgeons in training in both preoperative planning and correlation between tri-planar CT scans and intraoperative endoscopic findings.